
A quick meta-note for whoever reads this: This presentation exists out of two parts. The 
first part is my PhD defense presentation which ends on a “thank you” slide, after which I 
have an extended version that goes into some design recommendations (aka Bob’s secret 
lair). The first part discusses how games have meaning in the lives of an older audience, 
while the second part tries derive design recommendations from these meanings. 
 
Enjoy going through these slides. I recommend presenter’s mode, so you can read these 
notes while looking at the animation on a second monitor. Alternatively, you could also just 
print the notes and enjoy the animations on one monitor. (Some slides are completely 
messed up without animation, so I do recommend watching them.) 
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Welcome. I’m Bob De Schutter and this is what I’ve spent six years of my life on: studying 
the meaning of digital games in the lives of older adults. 
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I picked this topic since – when I started it in 2005 – there were a few market studies that 
indicated how one fifth of all American gamers are over the age of 50. 
That certainly was unexpected to me, so I was very interested in studying this topic. 
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Another reason for choosing this topic had to do with more general media studies. 
 
Looking at television studies for example, media use in later life is mostly explained in 
function of losses. This idea has been coined as the substitution hypothesis, which claims 
that older adults use media as a substitute for activities that are no longer available to 
them.  
 
Because... 
• They have lost certain physical and mental capabilities. 
• They do not have a job anymore. 
• The kids have left the parental nest. 
• They have lost their partner. 
 
And so on. 
 
So I figured… wouldn’t gaming be a much better pastime than watching television for this 
demographic group? 
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Games provide interactivity, cognitive exercise, opportunities to meet people online, and so 
on. 
 
So, I felt that there were plenty of societal and academic reasons to study this topic. 
 
Unfortunately… almost nobody was doing so. At the time of defending this dissertation, 
one could say that there are but five studies on older adults that are actually playing. 
 
A reason for this probably has something to do with the fact that the older audience is a 
difficult one to reach. All existing studies had few respondents and many of them 
acknowledge that it was not easy to find older adults that were actively playing. 
 
So when I started this project, I wasn’t even sure that I would find enough respondents. So 
first I started with a sampling test to see how many people I would be able to find. 
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These were the criteria I used for sampling. 
 
So 50-70 years of age, playing at least one hour per week and with one year of experience. 
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I went after all possible recruiting channels I could think off. 
 
In the upper left corner we have the three biggest gaming portals and fora on Belgium, i.e., 
Arena 51, Game Mania and 9 Lives. 
In the upper right corner you’ll find three communities for older adults, the most important 
one being Seniorennet.be. 
 
Those were the online channels I used, but I also added offline channels. 
 
I had a full-page interview with the call in three national newspapers. 
And finally I had interviews in two magazines aimed at older adults, and the call was spread 
over an umbrella organisation of organisations aimed at older adults. 
 
So, what’s the bottom line of all that work?  
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They indeed proved to be difficult to find. 
Over 3 months I accumulated 239 responses from 45 to 85 years of age, among which 213 
responses from 50 to 60 year olds. 
  
But nonetheless, that is enough to do an exploratory study on a topic that hardly has been 
researched yet. 
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So I decided to green light the project and I defined my research goals. 
 
I wanted to do an exploratory study on this topic, but researching how older adults thought 
about playing games. I will refer to this as “the meaning”, which I describe in my 
dissertation as “all aspects of digital gaming relevant to older adults”, whether it is the way 
games have been integrated in their lives, or whether it is the reason behind playing games. 
 
Next, I wanted to describe these meanings (descriptive framework), to explain these 
meanings through theory (explanatory model) and to develop a player classification based 
on these meanings. 
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So how did I try to achieve these goals? Let’s talk methods. 
 
The project began with an internet survey in order to get some initial insights into the people that had 
responded to the call. This survey questioned the audience for socio-economic demographics, their playing 
time, their favorite games and platform preferences, and so on. Aside from games, the survey also had 
questions about the broader media diet of the respondents (e.g., television, film, etc.). The survey also 
deployed some scales, such as Rubin & Rubin’s scale to measure contextual age (e.g., physical health, 
mobility, social activity, etc.), Sherry & Lucas’ instrument to measure video game motives, and so on. 
 
Of course, a quantitative study always remains a bit of a black box, so the majority 
of study was done using in-depth interviews and observations. Considering the 
goals of this project, I felt that it was very important to generate knowledge that I 
could not anticipate beforehand (and which subsequently cannot be studied using a 
predefined questionnaire). 
 
The method used in analyzing the qualitative data from the interviews was 
Grounded Theory, and more specifically the Dutch interpretation of it by Fred 
Wester. For time reasons, I’m cannot go into detail too much about how I used 
Grounded Theory. For those of you who are not familiar with it: in essence, 
Grounded Theory is an iterative qualitative data analysis method that seeks to 
construct new theory through the perspective of the respondents, using a process 
in which phases of data collection and analysis constantly vary. For those of you 
who are familiar with it: a lot of effort went into quality assurance, using peer 
debriefing, prolonged engagement, a variety of triangulation methods, member 
checks, searches for negative or deviant cases, etc. 
 
But anyway, let’s get to the results…  
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I’m going to be brief about everything today, but I had a few slides I wanted to share you about the 
internet survey. 
 
This is the statistical analysis of the playing motives. 3 is the neutral value as it is a 5-item likert 
scale. This was one of the reasons why I was happy that I picked a quan-qual mixed methods 
design, as challenge was the only motive that was worth mentioning on average.  
 
Furthermore, Fantasy, competition and social interaction have very low scores, not even reaching a 
value of 2 on average. 
 
The very low scores of these last three can easily be explained by another question in the survey. 
84.7% of the players were solitairy players and competition and social interaction are clearly 
socially oriented. Furthermore, fantasy is often associated with MMORPGs, more than with single 
player RPGs so that’s not too surprising either. We confirmed this hypothesis with t-tests between 
the solitary and the non solitary players and found significant differences for all three motives. 
 
The low means of arousal were related to casual games, which was confirmed by doing t-Tests 
between hardcore and casual gamers. Hardcore gamers play for awesome graphics while casual 
gamers just play to have fun, regardless of graphical awesomeness. 
 
But anyhow, the main point of this slide was that – while the internet survey provided us with a 
way to accurately pick respondents – it also provided a glimpse at how much of a black box it still 
was. Are these even motives that are important to them? Or should the meaning of digital games 
for older adults not be studied using motives but by using something else? 
 
So we set out to our qualitative research and developed a framework that would describe older 
adults in a very elaborate way using the concepts, notions and variables that were the result of 
Grounded Theory analysis. 
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This slide provides an overview of the different dimensions within the descriptive 
framework. There’s way too much to discuss here so I will restrict myself to talking about a 
few topics within the framework, which I have presented as newspaper headlines. 
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So… Gamers over 50 prefer to play card games on their computer? Is this true? 
 
Looking at my data, this seems like an oversimplification. It is certainly true that the 
majority of my respondents plays casual games (such as puzzle games, simple internet 
games or digital adaptations of existing games such as card games). The profile of the 
majority is a female, playing by herself, on a PC, seeking a challenge. 
 
However, 20% of the respondents also plays “real” games, as in hardcore games. There is 
even a majority that plays on gaming consoles. And among these groups there are many 
other motives at play (e.g., fantasy, story, characters, competition). 
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This one is something that I touched upon in my introduction. Is playing games a sign of a 
sad meaningless life with few activities? 
 
Not at all. It is certainly true that some of the respondents were playing as a way to 
compensate for activities that they could no longer do, but both the survey as the interview 
indicated that this was a minority. The majority of the older players were active. (This is not 
too surprising as we did not survey ninety year olds in retirement homes, but nevertheless 
it is surprising how much else many of these game players have going on in their lives.) 
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Game addiction has been a popular topic in the media lately, but this statement is also 
false. 
 
Although… many respondents testified about a gaming addiction. It certainly was a popular 
term in the interviews. Nevertheless, the only criterium for clinical addiction that was 
present, was that my respondents occassionaly played longer than they originally intended. 
So no increased tolerance, withdrawal symptoms, etc. I therefore used the term “excessive 
playing” instead of “addiction” in the dissertation. 
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This headline refers to something that I found very interesting. 
 
Older players might be more prevalent in the media these days, but in the back of our 
minds games are mostly associated with children, teens and computer geeks. So how do 
older players experience that? Is playing a taboo? 
 
The answer to that question depends on who you’re talking to. People playing card games 
on computer did not experience that much of a taboo. They did not talk much with other 
people about games, but the reason for that seemed to be that they felt that the topic just 
wasn’t interesting enough.  
 
People who played hardcore games had a different experience. I remember the story of a 
lady who chose to hide her Gameboy whenever she had visitors in her home. “They’d think 
I was a mad woman,” she explained herself. 
 
Funny enough, that might actually be the case. I also talked to a few people who played 
card games and who said that they did not have any issue to talk to anyone about the 
games they play, “because they were not playing on a Gameboy or Playstation”. 
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Finally, 
 
Of all existing games and consoles, Brain Training and the Nintendo Wii are probably the 
ones we most often associate with older adults. So is this actually a success? 
 
Well… Not from what I can tell. A lot of participants of this study told me that they were 
interested in training their brain or exercising a bit, but nevertheless, both products could 
not deliver this well. None of the respondents who owned Brain Training still played it and 
a few of them even returned it to the store because the voice recognition did not work 
properly. The Nintendo Wii was perceived as something for children that also took a lot of 
pyshical space to play. 
 
So in conclusion… a sense of self cultivation is important for this audience, but existing 
designs have considerable flaws from the perspective of my respondents. 
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Alright… so enough about the descriptive framework, I’m moving on the explaining the 
gaming behavior of this audience. How can we explain such meanings? 
 
The analysis led to an explantory model, which I simplified for the purpose of this 
presentation. The descriptive framework leads to 1) the contextual situation and personal 
characteristics of the player, 2) both of which lead to playing motives (which we will 
elaborate on the following slide), 3) that subsequently lead to playing games, and 4) that 
finally leads to pleasure or usefulness that effect our contextual situation and personal 
characteristics. 
 
Anyhow, that is a lot to explain so I will restrict myself to the motives and gratifications 
related to playing games here. 
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First, the two different types of motives. 
 
Someone who plays contentually plays for… 
1. The interactive elements of a game, i.e., gameplay (challenge, progression, control of a complex system, 

training certain skills, etc.) and, 
2. The immersive elements of a game, i.e., the fantasy world, characters, audiovisual presentation, etc. 
 
So contentual play refers to elements that are specific to the connect between game and player. 
 
However, someone who plays contextually plays for reasons that lie outside of this connection. 
1. They play to avoid other activities. 
2. They play before or other activities, or as a ritual. 
3. They play to replace another activity 
4. They play to make something else more fun. 
 
Both elements contain causes or motives for playing games, and the meanings that are attributed to playing 
games. Someone playing in function of cognitive challenges or to relive a nostaligic feeling, plays 
contentually, and could very well seek out a football/soccer game that provides this. Someone who has to 
write a PhD and who does not feel like it will play contextually and for example quickly play some chess, just 
to avoid working and to procrastinate. 
 
So those are the motives found in the emperical data. Let’s discuss the pleasure and usefulness that is 
derived from playing. 
 
Pleasure seeking is one of the most important reasons for playing games. For time reasons, let’s just define 
pleasure as the “fun part” of playing games. The positive affect as a result of playing games. 
 
For a lot of respondents, pleasure by itself was not enough as the gratification of playing. Many of them 
wanted to put their time, even their free time, to as much use as possible. For example, by training certain 
skills, or by studying a certain interest. This was defined as usefulness in the dissertation. 
 
All these elements were extremely important in studying the meanings that older adults attributed to playing 
digital games. Someone who felt that usefulness was very important, played in a different way than someone 
who was focused on pleasure. 
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What was really interesting about this model though, was what happened when the 
different motives and gratifications were positioned on two axes. This lead to the player 
classification and I will end my presentation describing the five solitary player types that 
were described in my dissertation. Starting in the lower right corner with the time wasters. 
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Time wasters play because there is temporarily nothing better to do. 
 
Their primary motive is contextually oriented as other activities (and the temporary lack 
thereof) drive their playing behavior. 
 
Usefulness is very important for this audience. 
 
Games are a problematic contribution to their lives, as they would prefer to do something 
else. 
 
As a result, games are an unimportant part of their life. 
 
The favorite game of this player type is a casual game that somehow might improve certain 
skills outside the game. 
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Freedom Fighters play in function of freedom of choice, autonomy, relaxation and 
living life at one’s own pace. 
 
The primary motive is contextually oriented, as they play to get away from other 
activities. 
 
Pleasure is more important than usefulness, as other activities are perceived as 
being more useful. 
 
Games are a positive contribution to their lives as they help them life according to a 
appreciated lifestyle. 
 
Games are not that important as they could do something else just as easily in 
function of freedom and autonomy. 
 
Their favorite games are casual games with an easy learning curve. They also love to 
jump from one game to another. 
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Compensators play because there is nothing better to do. Every day. This is the player type 
where the substitution hypothesis fits. 
 
Their primary motive is contextually oriented as there is a lack of other activities. 
 
They are balanced between usefulness and pleasure as any activity has usefulness to them 
in function of just getting through every day. 
 
They have a paradoxal relationship with games. Games are a problematic contribution to 
life as they would prefer other activities. 
 
Games are also very important because they do not have anything else. 
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Value seekers play in function of learning, cultural relevance and broader interests. 
 
Their primary motive is contentual, because they play for the content of the game 
(which happens to be very meaningful to them). 
 
Usefulness is more important than pleasure, as games are part of self cultivation. 
 
Games are a positive contribution to their life because they are part of their 
interests. 
 
Games are important, mainly because they offer a different, more interactive take 
on a topic that they already enjoy in other media. 
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For ludophiles, digital games are part of a passion for playing games in general. 
 
Their primary motive is contentual. These respondents absolutely love to play and 
they play everything, even book a last-minute flight is a game to them. 
 
Pleasure is king here. 
 
Games are a positive contribution, a lifestyle. 
 
Games are important to them. 
 
And obviously, this is where we find a lot of the hardcore gamers in the sample. 
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So that was my player classification. Two remarks… 
 
1. There are a lot of overlaps. Some respondents were clearly part of one type, while 

others were more hybrid. 
2. It is possible to move from the one to the other. In fact, when we did the member 

checks we noticed that some players had changed. 
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So what can we conclude from this study… (see slide). 
 
(Note for people reading these notes… 
The dissertation integrates the empirical data in a lot of existing media theory, 
while at the same time creating an integrated model between all of those.) 
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And that was the end of the presentation half a year ago at my PhD defense. 
 
But there’s still something I haven’t told you, and that’s because I was using the translated 
slides from my actual defense. Because… in the end, I wanted to do a PhD in design and 
more specifically game design. But that was not available at the time in Belgium. So that’s 
why I decided to pursue a PhD in communication science, instead of design. 
 
Of course… I could take myself out of design but I couldn’t take design out me. So in the 
back of my mind, I always considered my PhD to be a huge user analysis with methods that 
probably were a bit unconventional and over the top, since I had to fullfill the academic 
requirements of the faculty that insisted that I would write a typical communication 
scientific study. 
 
Today, that’s no longer relevant so I wanted to share some of my design-oriented thoughts 
about this topic. So let’s climb down to my PhD’s secret lair and look at the part that I was 
not allowed to put into my PhD. 
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So here were are now. Keep in mind that this is a rough outline of a paper that I have 
written on the topic. It still needs some work and I’d love to get feedback on this. 
 
So… designing for older adults aged 50 to 70… what are the design recommendations? 
Keeping in mind that this was not a usability or UX study whatsoever. 
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I use the term vicarious play to refer to a form of collocated play in which one player is 
playing while the other is participating mentally without actively using the controls. This 
way of playing was very popular in the sample. From people who watched their teenagers 
play, to grandparents who played the game while the grandchildren watched. The 
interesting thing is that all these games were strictly single player games, like Day of the 
Tentacle, Medal Of Honor, Legend of Zelda, and localized kid games you probably never 
heard of.  
 
Sometimes this was a good thing… when mom enjoys watching her son play Zelda while 
she’s ironing behind the couch. 
But some players also voiced that they would like to “play” a bit more. For example, 
Jacques whose son got to control MOH since he was the better player and both liked to 
enjoy the story. 
 
So this is something that can be interesting to brainstorm about. How can a player 
contribute to a single game in a non-essential way? The only example I can think of is Mario 
Sunshine, but unfortunately I haven’t had the chance to test that with my respondents 
since that was part of the forbidden concent! 
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Time management is something that was quite problematic for a lot of people in the 
sample. While people tend to need less sleep at night when they get older, this age group 
was not at that point yet. A lot of people complained about spending too much time 
playing and losing control over their playing time. One game that does this fairly well is 
Civilization. Civilization has its internal alarm clock that warns you in-game when the show 
is over and it certainly is a feature that this audience would love in a lot of other games as 
well.  
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In general, older adults preferred cooperation. I’ve already described this in the vicarious 
play section and I’m pretty sure that I have seen a few dev psy studies pass that describe 
how competition is reduced when ageing. So cooperation is what you want to design for? 
 
Yes and no. As a general rule I would say that competition is less important to the 
respondents. I’ve head quite a few times that they have come to peace with their 
competitiveness. Being challenging (by themselves or with someone else) is what counts. 
They do not want to be the best in the world, they want to be the best they can be. 
 
But I have to say… at Group T we have done a full game development process on a game 
for grandparents and grandchildren starting with inquiries and co-design session that lead 
to the same result. But during initial playtesting, we had a small amount of competition in 
there and a large amount cooperative mechanics. Unexpectantly, the result of the user 
testing indicated that the competitive ones were a lot more fun and led to a lot more 
laughs. So in the end, this one might be a bit biased.  
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The next one is also based on competition. I had a couple of respondents who did not 
player their games together. The played seperately and kept playing until they had set a 
new high score. Then they would wait and see and start playing again when their score was 
beat. When asked, high scores by itself weren’t very interesting to them, but a high score 
with people they actually knew? So local highscores were a hit. 
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This is fairly straightforward, I would say, but still I heard a lot of complaining. In particular 
from casual players. Since their favorite games were literally surrounded with advertising 
and often had chatboxes in the vicinity or as an overlay. Such distractions managed to get 
them out of their flow and they would like a disable option. 
 
By the way… apparently, if you’re looking for a great present for a 70 year old who loves 
casual games, then install a free AdBlocker on their system and script it so that it blocks all 
rubbish. 
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In the sample, the people who bought games often bought old games that they could get 
cheaply. I have also heard on numerous occassions that more modern games were often 
“too realistic” and that they were fine with the lowest graphical settings or an outdated 
engine. The reason for this was that they wanted games that stimulated their imagination, 
a bit like books and retrogames do.  
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Games that feature handicap modes are very popular here. Older adults are often not 
playing with someone of the same skill level, e.g. grandchildren, so it is very useful for them 
to tweak things a bit. 
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This was something I heard a lot. It was not easy for my participants 
to find the right playing partner. Here are the criteria I found in the 
data… 
 

Time – A suitable playing partner is online whenever I’m 
online. 
Age – Age is not important, but being able to have a good 
conversation is important. 
Gender – Gender is not important, as long as a common 
interest can be found. 
Skills – A suitable playing partner has a comparable skill set. 
Interests – Shared interests are an important step towards 
good conversations. 
Fair play – A suitable playing partner does not cheat, and can 
deal with a loss. 
Language – A suitable playing partner speaks the our preferred 
language. 

 
As a result, some respondents were members of clans that excluded 
younger people. 
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But before I go… the most interesting thing to this study relates a bit to gamification. A lot 
of the ludophile respondents told me that they turned everything into a game. Cooking was 
a game, booking last minute flights was a game, searching information on the internet 
became a game, working in the garden was a game, cleaning the house was a game, and so 
on. To me all those things are not very pleasant and I would not considered them to be a 
game, but these were all topics that the ludophiles felt very positive about to the extent 
that they would rate it higher than playing games and had a ton of fon doing them. 
 
So obviously I often asked why that was the case. Well, it were tasks that they choose to 
do, or task that they did with people they liked being with, or task that gave them a sense 
of accomplishment and mastery, and that had become meaningful, part of who they were. 
So… in the end I got the gist of what Self-Determination calls intrinsic motivation in more 
than a few quotes from them. It might indeed be something that we tend to forget in times 
of gamification. Fun is not pasted on, it has to be found in the activity itself. Thankfully, we 
have our older gamers to remind us.  
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And with those words I’m going to finish this lecture and get back out of the hidden room 
of my PhD. 
 
Thank you for your time. I hope you enjoyed it. 
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